




GOOD MORNING



FIND THE ERROR:

Neither Rohit (a) nor 

Kabir (b) have done (c) 

his  lesson. (d)No error (e)



TODAY’S WORD

Eleemosynary : 
"of, relating to, or supported by 

charity."



NON-FINITE VERBS

GERUND

INFINITIVE

PARTICIPLE

To + V1 (infinitive) 

V1 +ing

Present Participle(V1+ing)

Past Participle(V3)

Perfect Participle (Having+V3)



1. She comes here to study. 

2. Everyone desires to be admired. 

3. He admitted to have abused him. 

4. He admitted to have been arrested last year. 

5. He seems to be running out of money. 

6. He admitted to have been spying for the 

enemy for sometime. 

7. Everyone desires to be popular. 



1. I do not believe in talking

rubbish. 

2. I do not like riding. 

3. She is used to swimming. 

4. Smoking is not good for 

health. 



1. I prohibited him to go there. 

2. She is bent to harm her friend. 

3. She is confident to get success. 

4. She insisted to pay money to her 

mother.





MOST EXPECTED ERRORS

GERUND , INFINITIVES , 

PARTICIPLES



The exams were supposed to begin on March 27(A)

But were postponed owing to the COVID-19 lockdown . Now , these 

exams (B)

Will go on till June 12 and will begin with the Language

paper. Also, (C)

Buses will be arranged to pick up and drop the students.(D)

Solution : A ‘to have begun’



He got the chance sitting in the merry-go-round, however he 

wasn’t prepared to be spun around so fast.

Solution : Use ‘to sit’ an ‘to be’

An infinitive has the exact job as that of a gerund, 

however the difference is that while a gerund is formed 

by using verb + "ing", infinitives are formed by using "to" + 

verb/verb phrase.



You should make it a habit to park your car properly to avoid any 

traffic congestion.

Solution : No Error

An infinitive has the exact job as that of a gerund, 

however the difference is that while a gerund is formed 

by using verb + "ing", infinitives are formed by using "to" + 

verb/verb phrase.



They were lucky rescuing before the bridge collapsed.

Solution : ‘to have been rescued’ 



She wants (A) to continuing her studies abroad (B) since she will have 

various opportunities (C) to continue her research in her interested 

field.(D) No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Infinitive form of verb will be used. It uses 

the base form of verb (to +Continue)



His only motive (a) was to finding (b) the truth and (c) follow it .(d) No 

error(e)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : ‘to find’ It will serve as the object to what the 

motive is.



We are interesting in purchasing (A) new washing machine since (B) 

it has many features unavailable (C) in conventional washing 

machines .(D) No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : ‘A participle helps us to describe the things .Past 

Participle form will be used ‘interested’



It is not a good idea (A) to walk in the rain (B) but my friend is happy 

about (C) walk in the rain.(D) No error (E)

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. E

Solution : Phrase ‘walk in the rain’ has been used twice.

In second phrase , happy +about(Adj. +Prep.) The verb will

be in gerund form



Find the error
HOMEWORK

It is unfortunate that (A) many 

people get (B) addicted to drink 

(c) nowadays. (D) No Error (e)




